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On July 19th, 2019, ROBLOX announced its new version of the catalog, where users can now search games by the Tags that already been
implemented onto all of the games recently. This was created to allow users to discover new content with ease and quickly find what they are

looking for. Also more updates have been added in this catalog such as viewing game thumbnail frames, images, descriptions, and more.

ROBLOX has several forums for various topics such as community concerns about issues that affect everyone and questions related to aspects of
the game. It also has forums for discussion of specific games and topics. The game-specific forums are for posts about the game, and the player-

to-player forums are for general discussion.

ROBLOX is the first game that was fully playable on the internet. [109] [110] Before this, the closest thing to a full-fledged multi-player online
roleplaying game existed was back in 1994 when MUDs were fairly popular. [111] ROBLOX was the first mainstream online game that allowed
players to make a profile, interact with others, earn virtual money and characters through gameplay, and even have fun by creating their own levels

and games. [112]

ROBLOX has banned thousands of accounts, usually for viral videos made by "trolls" or people who want to annoy other users/admins. Most of
the bans these users receive are handed out by administrators but every once in a while a user will get banned for a "troll" video or similar reason.
Some are also apparently banned because they made potentially offensive comments in the chatbox, not for any type of post or action that breaks

the TOS.

I guess the only reason I still play Roblox is because it's a free game and that I don't have to pay for anything. After all, what's the point of saving
up your money if you have to spend it all just to try and get on a game you really want to play? There are many games out there that arent free like
Minecraft, but at least they give you some sort of advantage. For example, Minecraft gives you tools which can help you dig more efficiently and

quickly. But Roblox doesn't provide any sort of help or assistance towards the gameplay itself. And it's not like Minecraft was designed with
children in mind; it was created for adults.
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